Key Features of the TU I-O Psychology Graduate Program

- Graduating 74 I-O PhDs and hundreds of I-O MAs since 1989;
- Exceptional placement rate on graduation (> 95%);
- 4 (+1) years of doctoral funding; 2 years MA funding (when available);
- funding = full tuition waiver + stipend + medical insurance;
- competitive research funding;
- diverse course offerings, including *Teaching of Psychology*;
- "academic track" available to those seeking academic jobs;
- five research-active I-O faculty members with diverse interests;
- overall focus on personality in the workplace;
- formal internship program; most internships paid
- balanced emphasis on I-O research and practice;
- actively engaged I-O student body (e.g., biweekly brown-bags);
- beautiful campus, great location
- Tulsa entertainment, food, recreation.